RISK

Camino Chronicle

To laugh is to risk appearing a fool,
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental.
To reach out to another is to risk involvement,
To expose feelings is to risk exposing your true self.
To place your ideas and dreams before a crowd is to risk their loss
To love is to risk not being loved in return,
To hope is to risk despair,
To try is to risk failure.
But risks must be taken because the greatest hazard
in life is to risk nothing.
The person who risks nothing, does nothing, has nothing, is nothing.
He may avoid suffering and sorrow,
But he cannot learn, feel, change, grow or live.
Chained by his servitude he is a slave who has forfeited all freedom.
Only a person who risks is free.

FIRST
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

The pessimist complains about the wind;
The optimist expects it to change;
And the realist adjusts the sails.

Nunyara Conference Centre
Adelaide, SA

William Arthur Ward (1921 – 1994)

11-13 October 2019

The first two stanzas above are quoted by John Brierley in the
Camino Frances Guide which many of us use.
William Ward also wrote the poem below, about trails.
As you walk, or prepare to walk, your Camino, reflect on the last line...
What kind of trails do you leave?

CONFERENCE BROCHURE &
BOOKING FORM ENCLOSED

Every person has the power to make others happy.
Some do it simply by entering a room
others by leaving the room.
Some individuals leave trails of gloom;
others, trails of joy.
Some leave trails of hate and bitterness;
others, trails of love and harmony.
Some leave trails of cynicism and pessimism;
others trails of faith and optimism.
Some leave trails of criticism and resignation;
others trails of gratitude and hope.
What kind of trails do you leave?
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

ANGLICAN MASS in santiago

There are many amongst us who have walked extreme distances on our pilgrimages. We walk across lands, often crossing a number of borders, secure in the
knowledge that in all likelihood we will remain safe as the kilometres pass under
our feet. We are shown hospitality, treated with respect, kindness and friendship,
and invariably find a place to rest in reasonable comfort each night. We carry
sufficient funds to buy food, to pay for accommodation, and for such luxuries as
museum tours and such like. Our footwear is strong and durable and when it
wears out we just go and buy replacements. We CHOOSE to embark on this journey, relishing the challenge, enjoying the camaraderie on the more travelled
paths, and taking comfort from the spirituality that such a journey imparts. What
a blessing, what a privilege!
Recently I watched Walk in Their Shoes on Foreign Correspondent (ABC), a report
on the huge caravans of refugees fleeing from their strife-torn home countries in
South America to safety and the perceived security of the US. Some had trudged
thousands of kilometres through extremely dangerous territory, facing many trials
– rape, assault, and theft amongst them. The distances they are walking are
similar to our ‘long distance’ pilgrims, yet these people don’t have our luxuries.
They are often walking barefoot, they generally don’t have comfortable backpacks and, when sickness or injury occurs, they haven’t the luxury and security of
travel insurance.
Medieval pilgrims walked in groups for security too, but modern-day pilgrims
often choose to walk alone or simply with a friend. Though there are incidences
of crime against pilgrims on the Camino, this is minimal considering the vast
numbers heading to Santiago (327,378 in 2018). Sometimes we leave our families
for a journey that might take weeks or many months, but we leave them secure
in the knowledge that we can return, both to them and to our homes, and in
many cases secure that we can resume the journey at a later date. We walk
ancient paths knowing that we are treading in the footsteps of the millions who
have walked before. We can stop for rest and refreshment anywhere we choose,
and in the same way we can choose how we progress, whether by foot (or bike) or
other transport means.
When next your feet hit the ground, either in training or on a pilgrimage path,
spare a thought for those who have no choice - for those who trudge day after
difficult day, for those who cross war-torn territories or savage seas looking for
safety and security, and for those who despair of ever seeing their family or
homes again. We are indeed privileged and blessed to be able to CHOOSE to walk
this way, in freedom and without fear.
Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Send all Camino
Chronicle
contributions to
editor@afotc.org
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The Anglican Chaplaincy began in Santiago de Compostela in 2018 and will be
increasing in scope in 2019. The Anglican outreach is based at Sybille Yates’ residence in Santiago and on the efforts she puts in to reach out to pilgrims in every way
that she can. In 2018 there were 11 volunteers from 5 different countries involved,
including myself.
I became involved when I read in 2017 about the proposed chaplaincy. I had been
involved in other volunteer efforts in Compostela over the years and, as a Lay Minister in the Anglican Church of Australia, I hoped I would be able to contribute to the
cause. I must have done something right in 2018 as Sybille has asked me to return for
2019. I will be staying in Sybille’s house for all of May, and hope to see as many
pilgrims as possible, either in a religious setting or just sitting together and chatting,
in Sybille’s house or wherever we meet in town.
In 2018, 27 church services were conducted – on Sunday mornings in a chapel-like
room at the Parador Hotel, and on Wednesday afternoons at Sybille’s home. Sybille
held an Open House each weekday afternoon, offering tea/coffee and a chat. Those
assisting with this programme moved about the town, including the last few kilometres of many Caminos, meeting pilgrims – encouraging, welcoming and listening to
them. The team conducted Hospital and albergue visits to ill pilgrims, provided
practical help, and worked closely with ecumenical partners in Santiago.
As mentioned, in 2019 the team plans to extend their services from the end of April to
mid-November – the whole pilgrim season, offering at least 2 weekday Eucharistic
services, in addition to the Sunday Eucharist. Apart from serving pilgrims in
Santiago, they plan to send out self-supporting ‘walking chaplains’ to minister to
pilgrims on the way. These chaplains, like all other volunteers, will pay their own
way, though it would be nice to have some
funds to offer them hospitality on arrival in
Santiago and a welcome meal! Sybille’s article is
found at www.egeria.house/camino-chapliancy2019
Alan Pearce (NSW)
The Anglican Chaplaincy team (Alan third from
left)

TIPS & HINTS FOR WALKINg A CAMINO
TAKE A RIGID ‘LUNCH-BOX’ CONTAINER
A plastic rigid medium-sized contain er (about 15m
square) is invaluable on the Camino. Fill it with leftover breakfast and snacks for munching along the
way. Cheese, fruit, tomatoes etc do not do well in a
soft plastic bag!
A tiny container is also most useful for earplugs,
earrings, small keepsakes etc.
Alison Bell (SA)
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Another strenuous though beautiful
walk took me from Berroeta to Olagüe
(20km) on day 4. This time the trail
went through a gorgeous beech forest
with the wide canopy providing welcome relief from the sun. Soft leaf litter underfoot, perfection marred only
by vast tracks of thick mud.
The landscape was constantly changing
and, once on open ground, I recognised
signs of Roman road base and delighted
in walking through history high above
the traffic. This route really does offer
it all.

Ermita de Santiago

News from santiago

C ATHEDRAL C LOSURE in S ANTIAGO DE C OMPOSTELA
No pilgrim masses will be held in the Cathedral in Santiago de Compostela
from Monday 28 January 2019 for up to a year.
It has been announced recently that ALL masses will be suspended while building work goes on, other than the 11am parish mass in the Corticela chapel.
All pilgrim masses and major festivals will be transferred to other churches
in the historic town centre including San Francisco and San Martin Pinario.
The cathedral will remain open from 9am -7pm, making it possible to visit
the relics and hug the statue of St James. Entry is through the Romanesque
Platerias door.

Roman road

The three pilgrims caught me up and we
walked for a short time together before
stopping for a break at the Ermita de
Santiago. Unfortunately it was closed
but we took advantage of the stamp supplied to add another sello to our credencials. That hour spent together was the only time that I had company. It was also
the last time that I saw these pilgrims. As it was Tuesday, I knew that the restaurant 5km after Berroeta would be closed but was looking forward to stopping at
the restaurant in Lantz (15km): however it was not to be as it was closed for renovation. I was not perturbed as the restaurant at Olagüe had
received good reviews and I was intending to dine well that night. Unfortunately
the restaurant was closed for four days and I was reduced to scratching a meal
from the meagre offerings available from the tiny bakery.
The albergue in Olagüe is spacious with a number of rooms each containing
accommodation for 4-6. The only other person there was a French pilgrim I had
not seen before because he had walked a much longer stage than me.
My last day on the Baztán was about 24km. An easy walk as far as ascents/
descents go but the last 12km were on hard surface. Another bike/walk path
alongside the river, a bookend to the departure from Bayonne.
I had thought there would be some sort of monument marking the joining of the
Baztán with the Camino Francés but heard people speaking English, saw a group
of pilgrims coming from my left and knew I was at the junction.

The daily pilgrim mass, at 12noon, will be celebrated in the church of San Francisco.
The church of Santa María Salomé will host the celebration of the Eucharist=
Monday to Sunday: 7:30, 9:00, 10:00 & 7:00 p.m.
Additional mass on Sundays only at 1.00pm & 6.00pm
Saturday afternoon at 6:00 p.m.
Mass & other services for pilgrims (in different languages) will be available in
the churches of S. Fructuoso, S. Fiz de Solovio, St. Maria Salomé and in the
chapel of the International Centre for the Welcome to the Pilgrim (rúa Carretas, 33).

This is unfortunate news for first-time pilgrims who are planning to walk a Camino
this year. However, the city of Santiago de Compostela has many beautiful old
churches – including the church of San Francisco where the Pilgrim Mass will be held
in 2019. There is much to enjoy in Santiago … refer to your copy of the ‘Pilgrim
Guide to Santiago’ which you received when you joined Australian Friends of the
Camino.

HOSPITALERO TRAINING, ADELAIDE
Enjoyed your Camino experience?

Want to take it to another level?

I would definitely recommend the Camino Baztán for those who like to experience a way less travelled. It is a feast for the senses (though perhaps not for the
stomach). The Basque architecture is gorgeous and the houses in even the smallest villages are awash with the colour pouring from overflowing potted plants.
The trail goes through open fields and forested areas and the overwhelming feeling is one of being surrounded by natural beauty.

What about that amazing albergue you stayed
in?

Though the route is well signposted, I took the added precaution of downloading
it onto Maps.me and did refer to the app a couple of times for reassurance.

Further details and registration go to:

Julie-Ann Milne (NSW)
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You too can serve as a Hospitalero giving that
same experience to others.
A two day Hospitalero training course is being offered in Adelaide on Thursday 10 and Friday 11 October in conjunction with the National Conference.
www.australianhospitaleros.org
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW)
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A MODERN ROME TO JERUSALEM PILGRIMAGE: PART 2 - CROATIA TO GREECE
On 27 April 2018, Day 27 of my pilgrimage and a rest day, I was exploring the old
historic walled city of Split in Croatia. I had walked 650 kms from Rome to Venice
(see last CC), initially on the Via di San Francesco to Assisi and Gubbio, visiting the
many still operating Franciscan sanctuaries on route, and then following the Adriatic coast north through the ancient cities of Rimini, Ravenna and Choggia. After
Venice, I cut the corner across the northern Adriatic Sea on a discount airline to
Split, established by Roman Emperor, Diocletian, in the early 4C AD when he built
an enormous palace for his use later in life, containing his domed mausoleum,
temples and luxurious living quarters. Later, his mausoleum was converted to a
Christian Cathedral which is still operating today. Diocletian was the last Emperor
to persecute Christians as after his death the Edict of Milan was issued by Constantine in 313 AD granting full tolerance to Christianity and all other religions in
the Empire. Christians now had freedom of movement and started to make pilgrimages to Rome to visit the tombs of St Peter and St Paul. It would be many
centuries, however, before pilgrimages to Jerusalem and Santiago became popular
like those to Rome.
The next day I set out with some trepidation on the second stage of my journey
across Europe, following various paths from Split to the Greek/Turkish border (see
map). It would be about twice the distance I had walked so far and I would be
walking through the former Communist countries of Montenegro, Albania and Macedonia. I had done enough reading to know that it was safe to walk through these
countries in 2018, but nevertheless I still feel a slight unease when venturing out

thoughtfulness was particularly
appreciated in light of the rain
which continued to linger after a
heavy overnight storm.
The second morning’s walk was
broken up with a tea stop at the
lovely town of Ainhoa. A couple of
kilometres later brings you to the
frontier and you are suddenly
thrust back into “civilisation” with
a tremendous amount of traffic and
Typical houses
locals looking for bargain shopping.
It was here that I met three Spanish pilgrims though they were lost to sight within
the few minutes it took to refill my water bottle.
Thank goodness it is but a short distance in the madness before the trail goes
back to nature and peace reigns once more.
Though the trail passes over a low part of the Pyrenees there are enough hills to
give your heart a good workout. One of these was today with a steep climb after
Urdax to the Col Otxondo and its welcome picnic area.
Being a city girl, I don’t have experience with large animals and admit to being
rather fearful of them, as well as of large unchained dogs. You will usually find
me behind another pilgrim if there is a cow or horse on the path. Deciding to
walk alone on a less travelled route was an intentional move on my part to face
my fears.
The Camino Baztán provided opportunities for me to test my resolve – deep
breath, feigned nonchalance and walk ahead without taking any notice of them.
They couldn’t have cared whether I was there or not! In fact, one horse even
moved off the track as I approached. However, I did give way to a large sow with
an enormous number of piglets. Her ferocious look as I took the shortcut through
the woods was enough to see me backtrack to the road. The extra 100m or so
seemed a small price to pay for my safety.
Amaiur (23km) is a beautiful village with well-maintained historical information
at various points, the main site being the remains of the Castillo de Maya at the
entrance of the village.

Once again, the pilgrim accommodation in the village has closed and BnB is the
only accommodation available. Fortunately my request for a room was successful
at the second establishment I tried.
Day 3 was 19km to Berroeta. The guides had warned that though there is a wellequipped albergue in the village, there are no shops or bars so meal provisions
need to be bought at Elizondo, a town with all facilities which is conveniently
located roughly at the half-way mark of this stage. My guides had also mentioned
a restaurant about 2km before Berroeta. Thankfully I wasn’t intending to dine
there as it was closed.
The Spanish pilgrims were at the albergue when I arrived and I gratefully accepted their offer to ring the hospitalera for me.
AFotC Newsletter #28 March 2019
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CAMINO BAZTAN
Faced with a spare week before presenting myself in Nájera for hospitalero
service, I had the wonderful dilemma of trying to decide where to walk.
Nájera is about a week’s walking from St-Jean-Pied-de-Port and St-Jean is one of
my favourite places but I had already been there five times. Inspiration arrived in
the form of the Camino Baztán, a 110km route from Bayonne in France and meeting the CF a few ks before Pamplona 5-6 days later. An hour and a half in a bus
from Pamplona would see me arrive in Nájera. Problem solved, decision made!
Walking alone is not new to me and I rather enjoy it. However, I also enjoy meeting up with other pilgrims at bar stops along the way and also much prefer dining
in company than alone. Yet there are some less well walked routes that call me
and a short one of these would be a good introduction to being alone over a period
of time. I searched the internet and used information by Gerald Kelly, the Eroski
App and the Camino de Santiago Forum to make myself a small guide.
There is a choice on the first day – 14 or 27km though there is the option of detouring to Espelette (24km). However, I had rejected this option as the municipal
hostel is no longer operational and the town is 1.5km off the Camino. I opted
instead for an easy first day of a 14km stroll alongside the River Nive to Ustaritz.
Not having to rush, I had a relaxed morning in Bayonne before heading to the
Cathedral and the Accueil des Pèlerins provided by volunteers from the Amis du
Chemin de St Jacques. Credential stamped and extra information about accommodation received, I left Bayonne for Ustaritz. The path is well used by locals who
were out walking, cycling or skating. It was peaceful and attractive but unfortunately it was also hard surface and flat which is why, despite my late start, I
arrived in Ustaritz early and feeling unchallenged.
Perhaps the volunteer I spoke with in Bayonne saw something in me that I had not
recognised myself as he had written down the names and telephone numbers of
three BnBs in Espelette. My plan was out the window on the very first day! I don’t
reserve accommodation because my preferred method is to walk until I want to
stop. This has always served me well in the past but I was to learn that the road
less travelled sometimes requires a different mindset.
It was Saturday. Espelette, known for its dried red peppers (Piment d’Espelette)
(see photo below) is a tourist destination. Tourist destinations are crowded on
Saturdays. The hotel was full, the
first two B & Bs were also full.
Relief when I rang the third to be
told that they had a vacancy and,
as it was out of town, they would
come and pick me up.
As it turned out, the BnB was only
about 500m from town which
made for a pleasant walk after
dinner at a local restaurant. The
owners were pilgrims themselves
and I was driven back to the
Camino the next morning. That
AFotC Newsletter #28 March 2019
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on my own into new countries
where I have not been before.
Fortunately, I always find that
this unease is quickly put to rest
by the friendly, generous and
very helpful local people that
one meets along the Way. The
paths I was following were a
combination of main roads, minor asphalt roads, dirt or gravel
tracks. At times I was walking
close to the Adriatic Sea and at
other times I was further inland, often on the side of the
mountains running the length of
the Dalmatian Coast giving me spectacular views along the coast line. One morning, I mingled with half marathon runners on a charity run along the coast, enabling me to receive bottles of cold water and fruit at all the refreshment stations!
I was cheered on by the supporters in the same way as the runners, and reaching
the finish line with the last very slow runners, I was welcomed in for the end of
run party lunch. I quickly found that telling the locals that I was from Australia
favourably disposed them towards me so that I was more likely to be given a bed
for the night. I walked into Bosnia and Herzegovina for the 20 km wide stretch of
land that cuts through Croatia to give Bosnia access to the Adriatic Sea at the port
of Neum, where I overnighted. Interestingly, the price of food and other household items in Bosnia, which is not in the European Union, is about half that in Croatia (in EU), so Croatians regularly cross the border to do their shopping. After
seven days I reached Dubrovnik, crossing the wonderful new, part pier, part suspension bridge into the city. I found a room in a private house just outside the old
city for two nights as I was keen to explore old Dubrovnik the following day. I visited the Cathedral, the city walls, the first pharmacy opened in Europe in 1317 AD
and a very moving museum commemorating hundreds of Croatian soldiers and
civilians killed during the war in the early 1990s with Serbia and Montenegro.
Diocletian’s
Palace, Split

A few days later, I walked into Montenegro and found I had to switch off roaming
on my phone as being outside the EU all my credit was being quickly consumed!
Fortunately, it was hard to get
lost as I was basically following About to cross the new bridge into Dubrovnik
the coast to the south-east. I had
a delightful half day and evening
in old Kotor. I climbed up the
steep mountain behind Kotor to
see the Venetian fortifications
built to protect the town from any
attack from the rear and also to
take in the spectacular views
across Kotor Bay. With no backpack on, I was surprised how I
Page 5
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climbed the many steps to the top
with ease. After Bar, a container port
town, I headed inland over a day to
the Albanian border and was taken
aback by the rubbish lying everywhere,
including household and industrial
waste. Later on, I saw the same wilful
dumping of rubbish on roadsides in
Albania and Macedonia. Lack of organisation of waste collection is one cause
and corruption is another as there is
money to be made from the illegal
dumping of waste. While this lack of
concern for the environment is shocking to the Western traveller, for the
local people many of whom are poor,
the priority is to earn a living in order
to have somewhere to live and enough
to eat to survive. There are signs of
improvement, however, with local
programs for cleaning up villages and
environmental awareness being introduced in schools for children. All three
former Communist countries have also
applied to join the EU and this is focusing their governments to clamp
down on corruption and illegal dumping of waste as improvement in these areas
are pre-conditions for EU entry.
Good views along the Dalmatian Coast, after
Dubrovnik. My path is the winding road.

On entering Albania, I immediately saw men walking cows along the side of the
road and people riding horse drawn buggies. Now a little wiser, I bought an Albanian SIM card for my phone at the next town and then after crossing the very wide
Bojana River near Shkoder I headed south on the main road to Tirana, the capital
of Albania. It was a warm day and I was frequently asked by the locals if I needed
any water. I was the lone walker as I had been ever since Split. One man stopped
his car, ran across the road and gave me two bottles of cold water and a chocolate wafer biscuit! I was told there were no hotels until Lezhe and so after 30kms,
I turned off the main road to try my luck for a bed in the small town of Dajc. Lezhe was still 17kms away. After enquiring at two houses I was told that there was
nowhere available but one man kindly gave me a lift on his scooter back to the
bus stop on the main road, waited until the mini-bus arrived and told the driver I
needed to go to a hotel in Lezhe. The next morning I was on a mini-bus again going north to Shkoder as I needed to go back to the main road by the Dajc turn-off
to complete my walk into Lezhe. It was important to me that I walk every section
of my chosen route to Jerusalem, apart from the major concession of the two
airline flights to shortcut the pilgrimage from 6 months down to just over 3
months and to avoid walking through Syria and Lebanon.

AFotC Newsletter #28 March 2019
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My most feared mountain was O’Cebriero, but I walked it every step in the cold
rain and cried at the border of entering into Galicia. I felt at home again in these
mountains, a throwback to my days as a child in the Blue Mountains of NSW.
I knew with confidence now that I would walk each step from Sarria and get my
Compostella.
My last evening and day on the trail were filled with tiny miracles. The accommodation for my last night on the trail was in a tiny, remote little town some 3km
back from where the other pilgrims normally stay. By now the weather was sunny
and cool and the days were a joy to walk. That evening as I booked in, I noticed a
line up of other backpacks outside the rooms. I showered and went outside to get
a drink at the bar: there was a whole group of pilgrims staying and on that last
night I felt like a real pilgrim as we shared dinner and conversations. I was treated
to a beautiful Celtic ceremony that was arranged for their group, and in the morning was woken early to have breakfast with them before they headed off.
I started walking once daylight started to peep through, and in the first little town
towards Santiago, I met up with a group of slow strollers I had seen many times
along the trails. Together we walked the rest of the way into the square and our
first glimpse of the Cathedral. To hear the bagpipes playing as we
entered under the arches, brought a flood of tears of relief, happiness, and joy. As
I walked across the square, a couple of my Camino buddies who had gone ahead in
the days before, ran across the square to meet me and wrap me in hugs.
Getting my Compostella brought another flood of tears at the magnitude of what I
had just achieved. Over the next four days, I met up with many of the other
pilgrims I had seen and spent time with along the trails. There were visits to all
the usual pilgrim places – Finisterre, the pilgrim
service in the Cathedral, the tapas bars, and
many moments sitting in the square greeting
other pilgrims as they walked in to complete
their journey.
A final joy was seeing the botafumeiro swing at
the end of the pilgrim service in the Cathedral on
my last day in Santiago. I cut my travels short to
return home, as tourist travel after walking the
Camino seemed like it no longer fitted this trip.
Returning home for me was the most beautiful
joy, and the self love I found that day in Rabanal
and the days after has remained strong, guiding
my path as I walk through daily life.
I have no burning desire or deep need to do
another Camino and yet somehow I know that I
will go back and walk a long trek again, maybe
from Portugal next time.
Ultreia!
Stephanie Altus (SA)
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Many moments
pondering in the
square in Santiago
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body. I could walk longer and further as the days went by, and I
was not so often haunted by the
dark memories of the things I have
seen.
We had walked mostly in beautiful
warm sunny weather, but in
Astorga, overnight the weather
turned to cold and rain. I had
spent a few shared meals with
another pilgrim in the previous
few days, and when we got to
Rabanal the next afternoon, I
knew she was going ahead and it
A magical winter wonderland
would possibly be the last time I
saw her. Up till this day, each
time this had occurred I felt sad
and at a loss because I had not found ‘my Camino family’.
As I walked up to my room and opened the window to a magnificent view, then
took a warm bath, I felt a surge of peace come over me. In that moment I let go
of all the expectation on myself, and of what my Camino should have been like. I
let go of the anger at what I couldn’t do and of my life journey up until this moment. Instead thanked my life for all the experiences I had until then, for the
person it had made me become, and for my body and what it could do. I stopped
focussing on all the sad and the wrong, what I couldn’t do physically and mentally, and somehow I was able to sink inside to my soul level and know that the rest
of my Camino would be okay no matter what happened. I had been walking for 4
weeks by now and finally I understood the lessons the Way was trying to teach
me. There, in my hotel room alone, I thanked the universe for who I was and
discovered for the first time ever, a deep sense of self acceptance and self love.
Shortly after I went down to the bar to get a drink, and there I met a man who
was to become my Camino angel. The person who by his story showed me a
mirror of myself, and allowed me to become and understand all of who I was by
being able to help out a stranger in need. Through an unusual set of circumstances, this person had left Astorga without warm clothes and had walked in the cold
rain all day, and the next day was to bring snow. And by an equally odd set of
circumstances, I had a spare warm jacket, gloves and hat that was graciously
accepted by him. This tapped into my naturally caring side and reconnected me
back to the core of who I am.
For the remainder of my walk into Santiago the journey changed. Many times I
found slow walkers whom I could walk with, and I began to enjoy my alone
stages. I met many more people and found companions in more and more places
to talk and share stories with. I trusted my own body and listened to it, instead
of fighting it. I still walked slowly, and I stopped to rest more often and began to
walk the whole way between towns.
AFotC Newsletter #28 March 2019
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Just west of Elbasan, I joined the Via Egnatia, the Roman road built between 146
and 120 BC from Durres on the Adriatic Sea to Thessaloniki. Later it was extended
further east all the way to Constantinople (now Istanbul), when the capital of the
Eastern Roman Empire was founded in 330 AD. The VE runs through the centre of
old Elbasan and is still signposted Rruga Egnatia. The walls of old Elbasan have
been restored and rebuilt many times over the last 2,000 years and in one very
good section of 8 m high wall on the western side, one can easily see the three
different periods in which the wall was built, the lower dark part is Roman, the
middle light part is Byzantine and the upper part is Ottoman. I enjoyed wandering
around old Elbasan with its old churches and mosque as well as its markets in the
new town that sold live hens, ducks and other birds and an amazing range of vegetables and fruits. Back out on the VE trail, I passed through small towns in the
river valley and later climbed back into the mountains on remote tracks. (I had
crossed a scenic mountain range the day before on a long 43km hike from Tirana
to Elbasan, there being no accommodation along the way.)
My guide book mentioned that the Via Egnatia Foundation had negotiated home
stays in two houses in the nearby small village of Polis 1. I found one of the houses
and asked whether I could stay the night. The wife with two children and a grandma said yes! Samir, the husband, was away working in Greece and so Lule, the
owner of the second house, came and joined us for Turkish coffee and then raki
and talked non-stop, mainly in Albanian. He was reminiscing about when the VE
Foundation came through in 2011 and 2012 to establish the VE walking trail and
hired Samir and him as guides. He asked me a few times if I needed a guide as he
said the route through the mountains was difficult. I politely declined saying I
wanted to walk the VE alone. I didn’t get to wash until 9.30 pm, three hours after
the electric hot water heater had been switched on. At 10.15 pm we all sat down
to an excellent three course meal cooked by the wife on her wood fired stove.
That night I slept on a comfortable pull-out sofa in the lounge room. After a big
cooked breakfast, I set out to find the best preserved section of the old Roman
road on the whole VE trail. After a few wrong turns (too much Turkish coffee!)
and climbing some steep slopes, it was very exciting to find these good sections of
the VE in the mountains, built at an altitude of a third to a half of the mountain
height and following its contours to stay as level as possible. This made the road
suitable for both marching Roman
soldiers and horse drawn carts and
Old Elbasan town wall, Albania
chariots. Further on, the VE disappeared under red soil washed down
the mountain and the walking path
narrowed considerably because of
wash outs. It was scary progress here
as I was walking on loose soil on a
slope with a steep drop down the
mountain on my left side. I contemplated turning back but then realised
that I was too far in and it would be
just as difficult to go back as to go
forward. After negotiating this danPage 7
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and in much pain, due to the
over-exertion of a walk I was
not fully prepared for. It was
here, on this beautiful mountain that I made the decision
that I was determined to
finish this walk, but I would
need to find a way to do it
that I wouldn’t injure myself,
or die trying in the process.

gerous section, I met a shepherd with his herd of goats. He indicated to me that I
should hurry along as a storm was approaching. It soon began to rain and became
very misty causing me to get lost. Checking my compass I found I was heading NE
instead of SE so I took refuge in a large concrete storage cavern in the side of the
mountain used by the military in the Communist era. I thought if the rain doesn’t
stop I could be spending the night in this cavern! It was quite dry in there and I
was able to read the route description in my guide book very carefully. I found
where I had taken a wrong turn and after an hour and a half in the cavern the
weather eased, so I back tracked and made my way down the mountain to the
village of Babje where I was able to find a second home stay, which was even
more welcome and enjoyable than the first, since the owners spoke English fairly
well and I had just completed one of the most difficult days walking of my pilgrimage. I had two more nights in Albania, the first in my third home stay in a
row and the second on the mountain pass into Macedonia in a country hotel
where being, the off-season, I was able to get a room for 15€.
I then walked into Macedonia and followed the path down through pleasant woods
to the shore of Lake Ohrid, a very large old lake with deep and hence cold water.
I followed the lake around past Orthodox cave churches and a monastery to the
attractive town of Struga, overnighted there, and the following day walked on to
the very old city of Ohrid, also on the lake. Here I spent three hours exploring
several old churches, one with fine 12th C frescoes, the city walls, the fort and
some old Ottoman houses. I then headed to the Monastery of Sv Petka and was
given a bed in a small dormitory for the princely sum of 5 euros, no meals but it
did include a cup of Turkish coffee! I was their only overnight guest but quite a
few locals dropped in that evening, visited the small chapel with frescoes, said a
prayer or two and then came and had a coffee overlooking Ohrid and the lake. It
was very peaceful place and I enjoyed my stay there. In the morning, I was back
on the VE trail climbing a steep hill to enter the Galicica National Park. My guide
book said this was a difficult stage climbing 700m at first, 1000m in total ascent,
and then walking through overgrown forests that may require pruning to get
through. Use of GPS waypoints and a compass was mandatory to keep your bearings! I could see I was going to get lost a number of times on this stage! In addition, the guide book said there were bears and wolves in the park in the remote
areas! I was therefore very pleased
Meeting locals on VE path in Albania
to turn a bend and meet the only
other pilgrims I saw on the entire
Via Egnatia - two Slovenian ladies,
Irena and Jela, who were walking
from Durres to Thessaloniki. Reassuringly, Irena had a GPS wrist
watch with all the VE waypoints
downloaded. They were also pleased
to meet me and have a man walk
with them. We struck up a friendship and walked on together to
Thessaloniki over the next 11 days.
We overnighted in Resen and the
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The next day I was still very
sick and needed to catch a
taxi to my next destination
as I couldn’t walk at all. I
rested, slept, sat in the sunshine by the river in Zubiri
and allowed my body to recover for the day.
From then on, I walked as far as I could each day and either used a taxi or bus to
take me to each destination for the day. This weighed heavily on my mind, as I
felt like I was cheating somehow, but at the same time I had taken some of the
pressure off myself and I had much more time to linger and enjoy the parts I
could walk, to soak up the sights and atmosphere of the locals in many of the
towns I passed through. I had time to stop and say hello to people, to watch their
everyday activities and to learn about the history of the towns and the trails.
Each day I walked alone as I was a very slow stroller and could not keep up the
pace of other walkers. I met people in the cafés and as they passed me on the
trail, and sometimes I was able to share a
late lunch or dinner with them in the
towns at the end of the day, but mostly in
my pre-booked accommodations, I sat
alone to eat my dinner and breakfast. In
the times where there were other pilgrims
staying in the same places, I met some
amazing people and heard the most
incredible stories of their lives and the
reasons they were walking the Camino. As
the days passed I would often see the same
faces and slowly got to know some of
them, but for the most part it was a lonely
and difficult walk.
It was my purpose that kept me going.
Along those long stretches of path with
only my own thoughts, I struggled for many
days to understand life, but slowly the
routine of each day and walking in nature My backpack was my very best friend
began to calm my mind and strengthen my along the trail
Page 13
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WALKING THE CAMINO AND MY 1 BIG GOAL
Walking the Camino was the hardest and yet the best thing I have ever done. My
journey to the Camino came from creating a bucket list some 12 years prior during
my first episode of PTSD. After suffering a second bout of PTSD, I had to find
something positive to do that would refocus my broken mind.
During the 12-month lead-up to walking, I wrote a book about my experience of
PTSD, set up a fundraiser for my Camino walk, trained with a long-distance
walking PT to improve my fitness and set up a Facebook page to share my journey,
all while still working fulltime in the job that kept retriggering the memories
I wanted to forget.

In mid September 2018 I set off alone to travel via Paris and France to begin my
pilgrimage across Spain. As the bus drove across the mountains from Pamplona to
St Jean-Pied-de-Port, the reality of what I was about to experience began to sink
in. On that bus that afternoon, I knew that this challenge was going to be harder
than I had ever imagined.
My trip was pre-booked accommodation, with meals included and the transfer of
my big pack each day. Little did I know that this was to be my greatest nemesis
along the way.
Leaving St Jean on 3 October, I had 42 days ahead of me. That first step onto the
trail was filled with apprehension and much gratitude that I was finally fulfilling a
long-held dream.
My itinerary had me walking via Valcarlos as my first night’s stop, and I set off
eager and strong, knowing it was only a shorter day’s walk. What I did not
account for was how difficult some of the
ascents and descents would be for me, an
overweight, as yet still unfit, middleaged couch potato with arthritic knees.
By the time I made it to Roncesvalles at
the end of my second day, I was very sick
The steep path up into Varcarlos made me
realise how hard the walk was going to be.

Walking many lonely empty
streets on my own
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wonderful old Ottoman city of Bitola
with the ruins of Herakleia, the old
Roman town, nearby. As well as good
walking companions, Irena and Jela
were also my interpreters in Macedonia, as by speaking Serbo-Croatian
that they had learnt at school in the
former Yugoslavia, they could communicate with the locals who spoke
Macedonian, a similar Slav language.

Left: xxxx xxxxx
Irena with GPS watch and John
near Pella, Greece

We crossed the border into northern
Greece at Niki and were back in the
EU, so I was able to reinsert the UK
SIM card in my phone. It worked a treat after being topped up with more credit!
There were no hotels in Niki, so we had to taxi to Florina, 20kms away and then
taxi back again to Niki in the morning to resume our pilgrimage. This taxiing to a
larger town with hotels became a regular feature of walking the VE in northern
Greece as the whole area is predominately agricultural with few large industries.
The walking, however, through this part of Greece was very invigorating as there
are mountains everywhere with plenty of water to grow a wide range of crops and
after Kella stone fruit orchards. We gorged ourselves on beautifully ripe cherries
day in day out as well as on some apricots and nectarines that were still ripening.
In this region there were also beautiful natural wet lands with many bird colonies.
One day we came to a creek crossing where the water was waist deep so we diverted, climbed up a railway embankment, walked down the line and crossed the
creek on the railway bridge. Further east as we approached Thessaloniki, the land
became drier with open crop fields like in Australia. Before then we walked
through the old towns of Edessa and Pella where Alexander the Great was born
and the Macedonian kings built a huge palace and a city that was the capital of
their kingdom.
We walked into Thessaloniki on 2 June 2018 (Day 63) and found a small hotel,
appropriately located on the modern Egnatia St. The Roman Via Egnatia was long
lost many metres underground. Thessaloniki has thrived since antiquity when it
was founded by Phillip II of Macedonia because it has the best natural harbour in
the Aegean. The Romans made it the capital of their Province of Macedonia and
later the Byzantines made it the second city of their Empire after Constantinople.
The Ottomans ruled here for five centuries until defeated by the Greeks in 1912.
To capture some of the town’s long history we stayed two nights and visited many
of the old city’s sites on our rest day. My two favourites were the Rotunda
(originally a Roman temple, then converted to a church at the end of the 4th C,
then a mosque in the Ottoman period, back to a church in 1912 and now a museum) and the White Tower (built by the Ottomans around 1490 AD as a prison at
the corner of the eastern city wall and the sea wall and now the City Museum).
With Irena and Jela flying home to Slovenia the next morning, it was unfortunately time to say farewell so we had a good meal at a local restaurant and reminisced a little on our walking days together on the VE.
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The next day I set out on my own again for the Greek/Turkish border. The VE
Foundation had yet to publish its guide book for the second part of the “Via
Egnatia on foot” – Thessaloniki to Istanbul. I did have their route descriptions
electronically but without the accompanying maps or a GPS, I decided I was not
going to find my way. So it was back to Google Maps to help me select a suitable
route each day after I had given it my destination town. On this first day, it selected a great route starting with an easy no major roads departure through Thessaloniki to the north/north east which brought me to old northern wall of the city.
I walked beside this 8m wall for a kilometre and soon after I was climbing a mountain through a pine forest. Later I followed remote dirt tracks for about 10kms
through undulating terrain with good views over a large lake below. In the afternoon, I had some main and minor asphalt road walking into Lagkadikia, where I
found a bed in the only hotel in town. This pattern repeated itself for another
four 30-40 km days as I walked along the shores of large lakes and through more
open terrain to Kavala, a very vibrant city on the Aegean coast. The VE had been
mainly walking on tracks off road, whereas now I had much more road walking
which brought back the blisters! I found that I could contain my blisters if I did
not walk more than about 22-24 km per day on asphalt roads. I would seek out
dirt or gravel tracks heading in my direction, often requiring me to walk further
than the direct route. With this plan, the blisters eventually turned to hard calluses and gave me no more grief.
After Kavala, I was back inland for a further 5 days to Alexandroupoli, also on the
coast. On the last day of this section, I walked across a mountain range through a
Conservation Park to keep off-road. Google Maps had me on a good track through
the forest till a 3m high fence with barbed wire on the top! I had to veer off
searching for a way to get back on track. An hour and a half later I was still
searching. There is a Camino saying that when you are off-track and looking for a
way to get back on track, stay positive and a path will open up for you. I have
found that this strategy works about 75% of the time, presumably because there
are usually multiple paths going in your general direction. On this occasion I was
starting to get impatient and began calling out,
Ottoman White Tower and sea
“When is this bloody path going to reveal its
front in Thessaloniki
self!” A little further on I scrambled down a
steep gully to a creek bed which was dry but I
found that there were steel flapper gates at the
bottom of the fence designed to open when the
water level built up. I was able to push open one
of these gates, prop it open with my backpack
and crawl through! Following the pebbly creek
bed for some distance took me back to my path
through the forest. I did have to scale another
high fence later to get out of the park.

BOOK REVIEW
The Camino Portugués: from Lisbon and Porto to
Santiago – Central, Coastal and Spiritual Caminos.
Kat Davis. 1st edition.
Cicerone Press, Kendal UK 2018.
ISBN 978 1 85284 932 0
This welcome new guide to the 620km Camino Portugués responds well to the needs of pilgrims undertaking a largely rural Camino which continues to grow in
pilgrim numbers by about 10% annually - and which is
now the second most travelled pilgrim route in Spain
after the Camino Francés.
Also, by including Porto in its title and by its comprehensive content, the guide recognises the reality that
about 80% of pilgrims choose not to walk the 25 -stage 620km from Lisbon (only
about 6% do so) but rather the 10-stage 243km from Porto to Santiago, and some
even closer to Santiago, the 6-stage 120km from Tui.
The guide provides stage-by-stage information for the Central Camino from
Lisbon, Porto, or Tui; the increasingly popular Coastal Camino between Porto
and Redondela; and the Spiritual Variant from Pontevedra to Padron. Also
described are the link routes which enable swapping from one route to another.
This is complemented by 145 excellent maps; 107 relevant high-quality photographs; information on historic and religious sites; fulsome advice on getting
there, when to go, where to stay, what to carry; a services and facilities table;
and a very useful language glossary in English, Portuguese, and Spanish.
All of this is packed into a well-edited, attractive, nicely printed (on lightweight
durable paper), pocket-sized 333-page book. Unlike some other Cicerone guides,
it comes in at a reasonable 360g. If you still baulk at that weight, the e-version
is about the same price (A$25) as the print version.
The guide’s author, Kat Davis, hails from Melbourne, and is now based in London
after completing seven Caminos and walking over 10,000km worldwide, including the 4240km Pacific Rim trail from Mexico to Canada. She knows her stuff,
and merits congratulations for a job well done.
This new guide by her is highly recommended as essential preliminary reading
for anyone considering the Camino Portugués, and for anyone with the good
fortune to actually undertake all or part of it.

Two days later I reached the Turkish border and
was now just under 300kms from Istanbul.

Alan Bundy (SA)

John Prowse (SA)

PS The print is quite small and I needed glasses to read it! ED.
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